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Controlling dift rent flow rates 
in job-shop like production dcpartments 

H.P.G. van Ooijen 
Eindhoven Umvers:ty of Technology, Faculty of Industrial Enstneering and Management Science, 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

Abstract 

We consider production departments where it is desirable that the production~ orders of different product types have 
different flow rates, independent of their producUon characteristics like proceb~tng tim~s. Since flow rates are mainly 
determined by the work centre wemng times the product types should have different protluction order waiting times at the 
work centres. In thin paper we derive a method which makes this possible in a controlled way: given certain values for 
some pqrameters the different waitiv8 times (and thus the flow rates) are predictable. By means ofsimulatmn this method 
has been tested for two p~odu~tion ~it~ations where, per work centre, only two different flow rates are required. In the first 
situation both ( categories of) products have the same average routing length, wher,'~s m t',e second situation the average 
routing length for both (categories of) products differ. Thin simulatmn study shows that, using a simple balance equation 
and operauon due date sequencing, ~ ~s possible to create different predictable flow rates, it turns out that up to a required 
wamng ttme reductmn for one of the two (categories of) products of about 60% a one.to*one relatton approximately exists 
between the scheduled (reqmred) waiting time reduction and the. what will be called, normahzcd waiting time reduction. 

1. Introduction 

In many production situations the production 
departments have to live with varying routings, 
different batch sizes, different processing times 
and varying capacity utilizations at the various 
work centres in the department. The capacity of  
the production department should be used to a 
reasonable degree, fay up to 90% of  the bottle- 
neck equipments. This leads to relatively high 
throughput times, often 5 up to 10 times the total 
processing ti~x,e of  a work order. Planning and 
scheduling techniques and priority rules can be 
used to reduce the average wattmg times, but such 
redu~.,ons are limited by the requirement that the 
deliveries of  work orders should also be reliable, 
that is according to the work order due dates. As 
ha~ often been demonstrated, scheduling rdles 
which achieve relatively short throughput times 
often perform poorly with respect to delivery re. 
liability (see Baker [ i ], Conway et al. [2] ), 

The consequence is that in job-shop lik~ pro- 
duction systems, a high capacity utilization and 

a short production throughput time cannot be 
achieved simultaneously. However, if we have a 
closer look at production situations in practice, 
we see that production departments where short 
throughput times are required for all products are 
rare. In most job-shop like production situations 
we can see that the work order throughput time 
requirements are dtfferent for different (cate- 
gories o! ) pcoducts, For ~xample: 
• For products with a relatively low average de~ 
mand, production may be to customer order and 
not to stock. To keep the customer order lead time 
within the market requirements it may be neces- 
sary to produce these products with a much 
shorter work ot'der throughput time than re- 
quired for the other products, which are made to 
stock, 
• Fo~" products which use expensive materials or 
components it may be advantageous to keep 
stocks and work-in-process relatively low as 
compared to products which use relatively cheap 
materials. The work orders for the expensive 
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products therefore should have short work order 
throughput times. 
• For components which are required in multi- 
component products and which are manufac- 
tured on a make-to-order basis the allowed work 
order throughput times are the same for all com- 
ponents needed in the same assembly product. 
However these components may strongly differ 
in terms of the required number of manufactur- 
ing operations. Thus the items with many oper- 
ations should be produced at a higher production 
speed or flow rate (number of operations per- 
formed per period) than the items with only a 
few operations. 

From these examples we conclude that a pro- 
duction department generally wants to realize at 
the same time a high capacity utilization (eco- 
nomic considerations) and short work order 
throughput times for selected products. The pol. 
icy to achieve this is to use the items for which 
long work order throughput times are allowed to 
avoid capacity idle time, whereas the items with 
short work order throughput times are used to re- 
alize a high customer performance. 

This policy is the subject of this paper. A limi- 
tation thereby is that we require that the 
throughput times are reliable (small variance in 
lateness). We will restrict this investigation to the 
following two production situations: 
• The different (categories of) products have the 

same production characteristics; they only may 
have different arrival rates. 

• The different (categories of) products have a 
different average routing length and many have 
different arrival rates; the other production 
characteristics, such as processing time distri. 
bution and transition probabilities, are consid- 
ered to be the same for all products. 
Since it will be difficult, it not impossible, to 

find answers to these questions with mathemati- 
cal methods (as will be seen we deal with a kind 
of closed queuing network in which a dynamic 
priority rule is used), we have used computer 
simulation to study this problem. 

In Section 2 the produ~;tion situation is de- 
scribed and some potential answers are derived. 
These answers are checked via computer simu. 
lafio,~ The simulation study and the experimen- 
tal cesults are presented in Section 3. In Section 

4 the results are discussed and finally, in Section 
5, the findings are summarized. 

2. A method for generating different flow rates 

In this paper we consider discrete component 
manufacturing departments with a funcfi~, ~!,~1 lay- 
out and a job-shop routing structure. In a func- 
tional lay-out similar machines are grouped into 
work centres: the job-shop routing structure im- 
plies that from each work centre work orders can 
flow to a number of other work centres. 

In such production systems throughput time 
control is a very important issue because of the 
interaction between throughput time, capacity 
utilization and batch sizes. A generally accepted 
way to control the average work order through- 
put time is to control the workload in the shop, 
which is known as Input/Output planning (see 
Bechte [3], Bertrand and Wortmann [4] and 
Kingsman and Tatsiopoulos [5]). By control- 
ling the workload in the shop all products will 
have *,he same flow rate, which dell,ends on the 
average work centre "~ai~;ng ames. 

To create different flow rates for different cat- 
egories of products we need to create different 
w~,iting times for the different categories of prod- 
ucts. How can we realize this? An obvious way to 
do this is via operation due d~te assignment: for 
work orders which belong to the fast category we 
assign operation due dates which imply that there 
is only a little allowance fo~" waiting, whereas for 
work orders which belong to the slow category we 
assii~ operation due dates which imply a large 
allowance for waiting. Using the operation due 
d~ ~e sequencing rule than "force~" t~e individ- 
ual work orders to flow at the rates implied by 
the due date with a small variance in work order 
lateness (see Kanet and Hayya [6] ). 

Of course this procedure for setting flow rate 
norms 6~ly makes sense if the actual flow rates 
are in accordance with the flow rate norms used 
for setting the due dates. This implies that there 
is a restriction on the combination of flow rate 
norms which we will allow. In general terms this 
restriction can be stated as follows: 

Consider a production department with M 
work centres. Suppose we have k different prod- 
uct categories, that the average routing length of 
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the orders in category i equals Lj, i-- l,...,k and 
that the relative shop arr;val rates of the order 
streams are given by 

A # A , i = I  ..... k 

where A, is the average number of arrivals of or- 
ders for product category t per unit of time and A 
is the total average number of arrivals of orders 
per unit of time. 

Furthermore suppose that the number of or- 
ders in the shop is controlled via Input/Output 
planning, such that the total average waiting time 
per work centre is ~qual to a value $,,. 

If we denote the work centre arrival rates by A~, 
iffi 1 ..... k, then realistic values for the average 
waiting times per category (which imply the flow 
rates) obey the following equation: 

Al X S,,,: +'~.2 XS,.,2 + "" +kk XSm,~ 

=(~,  + . ' .+~.D xS, ,  ( i )  

where S,, k is the average ~-aiung time for prod- 
uct category k and work centre m, m = I,...,M. 

If all transition probabilities are equal then 

2, = L~ X d, / ( number of work centres) 

In that case ( 1 ) becomes: 

LI xAI XS,,,.I +L2 XA2 XSm.2 + ' " + L k  XA~ 

XSm.t~m (Lt XAt + "'+L,~ XA/,)X,%,, (2) 

if we w~,tnt Ih¢ actual w,dtiag times to be in ac- 
cordance with 'the required flow rates it will be 
clear that the waiting time norms used in the pro- 
cess of setting the due dates must obey eqn. ( 1 ). 

Now the remaining question is: If we control 
the workload in the production department such 
that the average waitting time norm for work 
centre m equals the actual total average waiting 
time Sm and if we use operation due date se- 
q~:¢ncir.g with d~:~ dates based on waiting time 
norms which obey eqlrl. ( 1 ). 
is then the actual average waiting time per cate- 
gory equal to the waiting time norm, or will there 
be a difference? If there is a difference, how large 
is it, and how can it be explained and controlled? 

The next section deals with finding an answer 
to these questions, using the results of a simula- 
tion study. 

3. Experimental settings and results 

As in many other simulation studies on pro. 
duction control, the production model used is a 
pure job shop (Conway et al. [2] ). The shop 
consists of five unique machines. In this study 
we considered a production situation with two 
product categories. For products in category 1 
another throughput time is required than for 
products in category 2. For both product rate= 
tortes processing times are generated from a neg- 
ative exponential probability density function 
with a mean value of 1 unit. Processing times 
larger than 5 are set equal to 5 time units and 
hence the expected processir, g time will be 0.993 
time units. 

In our first set of experiments we used the same 
routing characteristics for both order categories, 
Job routings are determined upon arrival. They 
are generated so that each machine has equal 
probability of being selected as the first machine 
and that after the first operation the probabilities 
for the job of either going to each other macbine 
or leaving the shop are 0.2. We will not allow 
more than 10 ope, at!ons, 8u~he generating pro= 
cess will be aborted after the tenth operation. 
Hence the expected number of operations per job 
equals 4.46. In this case, ,vith the same average 
routing length re,. both product categories, rela- 
tion (2) becomes: 

/ 

A, xS, 4 A2 XS~ = (A, 4-;~2) xS 

Because all work centres are identical this rela- 
tion ~s valid for all work centres. 

In the second set of experiments jobs of cate- 
gory 1 were given a maximum value of 10 oper- 
ations and jobs of category 2 were given a maxi- 
mum value of 22 operations. Hence Li, the 
expected number of ,~ ~erations per job for cate- 
gory 1, equals 4.46 and L,, the expected number 
of operations per job fbr category 2, equals 9.02. 
For this set of experiments the rgllowing relation 
must hold for all work centres (see (2)):  

Aj xSi  +2xA2 xS2 ffi .~A, +2XA2)XS 

Although the pure job shop is not the kind of pro- 
duction situation often encountered in practice 
it is very useful to give insight into the usefulness 
of our method. If our method turns out to be us- 
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able in this kind of situation (which is very com- 
plex because of the immense number of routings 
and variety of processing times) then it in ust also 
be possible to use the method in less complex 
(more realistic) production si~,:o*;,,-,. 

The shop is loaded via Input/Output planning 
using a job release rule based on the total number 
of orders m the shop: as soon as a job leaves the 
shop another job is released. The category this 
new job belongs to depends on the relative ar- 
rival rates. We assume that for both categories al- 
ways a number of jobs (at least one) is present. 
For most production systems this will not be an 
unreasonable assumption. The relative arrival 
rates can then be interpreted as relative entry 
rates. 

For each set of experiments simulations were 
performed for three average shop utilization 
r.~'.c:~: ~ 85%, ~ 90%, and ~ 95%. For each utili- 
~atio~ -~*e we osed three ra*ios of the relative ar- 
rival rates (category 1 ts the fast category): 

Ai =A2; AI = ½A2; AI =~A2 

For each combination of utilization rate and ra- 
tio of relative arrival rates we gradually reduced 
the norm waiting time for the fast category from 
W (the overall norm waiting timej to zero in 
steps of 0.2× W. Using equation (2) we deter- 
mined realistic norm v~oiting times for category 
2 (the slow category ). 

The results obtained from the simulations are 
listed in Tables I, 2 and 3 for L~ =L2 and in Ta- 
bles 4, 5 and 6 for L~=2XL2. The first column 

in each table gives the percentage of norm wait- 
ing time reduction that has been used for deter- 
mining the norm waiting time for ;he fast cate- 
gory. For example 40% reduction means that the 
norm waiting time for the fast category equals 
0.60× W, here W is the overall FCFS waiting 
time. The total norm waiting times based on the 
work centre norm waiting times which were used 
to calculate the operation due dates for the cate- 
gory 1 production orders are given in the second 
row.  

4. Discussion of results 

Because there is a lower bound >0 for the 
minimum waiting time that can be achieved for 
category 1 we compared the actual reduction in 
waiting time to the maximum redm tion that is 
possible: the FCFS waiting time miLas the rain. 
imum waiting time that can be achieved. The 
minimum waiting time that can be achieved has 
been determined by simulation by giving abso- 
lute priority to category 1: products in category 1 
always have priority over products in category 2. 

We adapted the results of the simulations to 
account for this effect comparing the actual re- 
duction in waiting time to the maximum reduc- 
tion that can be obtained. From this the "nor- 
malized" waiting time reduction was obtained: 

( Wfor.- W~) 
100x ( w~fs- Win,n--) 

TABLE I 

Average shop waitmg times for different norm waiting umes and dtfferent rattos A,/A2; L~ = L2, utdtzauon rate 84%, pno = absolute 
priority wamng time for category 1 

Norm AI =A2 At = ~A2 A~ = ~A2 
wa~tmg 
Ume, Categor~ ~ Category Category Category Category Category 
category I I 2 I 2 ! 2 

1.0 W 17 63 17 75 17.89 18 16 18 09 17 65 18 12 
0 8 W 14.10 14.82 20 78 15 33 19.44 15 01 18 71 
0 6 W 10.58 12 25 23 47 12 51 20 82 12 31 19.27 
0.4 W 7.05 9 83 25.88 10 10 22.02 9.82 19.88 
0.2 W 3.53 8.04 27.93 8.03 23.12 7.72 20.33 
0.0 W 0.00 6.99 29.02 6 57 23.82 6.28 20.68 

Prio 5 48 4 56 4.13 
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TABLE 2 

Average shop waitmg ttmes for diffcrem .IWTI waung limes and dtffereru ratios At/&; L, = Lz; uttltzation rate 8946: prio=absolute 
prtority watting time for category I 

Wl 

IOW 
0.8 W 
06W 
04w 
0.2 w 
0.0 w 

Prio 

Norm A,=Az h--M2 &=!A, 

wattmg 
ttme, Category Category Category Category Category Category 
category 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 

29 52 28 90 29 11 29 37 29 17 29 10 30.13 
23.62 24.07 34.52 24.59 32.17 24.65 31.16 
17 71 1924 39.36 19.83 34.50 19.74 32.10 
Il.81 15.03 43.82 1537 36.73 15.42 33.21 
5 90 II 39 47.56 II.44 38.72 Il.48 34.10 
0.00 9.02 50.45 8.68 40.25 8 62 34.85 

6.46 5.26 4 77 

TABLE 3 

Average shop waning ttmes tar dttferent norm wattrag trmes and citffcrcnt ra!to A,/Ar, L, =L,, utthzatton rate 951; prto=ahslute 
prtority waitmg time for category I 

W, A,=A* 

low 
oaw 
06W 
04w 
02w 
oow 

Prto 

wamng 
trme, 
category 1 

- - __ 
54.63 
43.70 
32 78 
21 85 
10.93 
0.00 

Category 
I 

54.31 
44 69 
35 35 
26 39 
18.57 
I3 14 

7.48 

Category 
2 
-II_ ..I ^ 
5s II 
54 81 
74 13 
82 68 
90 49 
96 43 

A,=fA* 
- -- - 
Category 
I 

54 01 
44 49 
35 19 
26 28 
18 15 
1243 

6.15 

Category 
2 

-- -..- 

55 I9 
59 96 
64 69 
69 27 
73.21 
76 29 

A,=jA, 

Category Category 
I 2 

53.05 55.15 
43 74 57.57 
34 84 59.77 
26.52 61.93 
1862 63.84 
12.41 65.30 

5 48 

TABLE 4 

Average shop wattmg ttmes for dtfferent norm wattmg ttmes and different rattos Al/A,; L,=2xL,; utthzation rate 8596, 
prto=absolute prtority wattmg ttme for category I 

W, 

1.0 w 
0.8 W 

Prto 

A, =A, A,=jAz .4i=fA2 

wattmg 
ttme, Catcgory Categoty Category Category category Category 
category 1 I 2 1 2 ! 2 

35.70 35 64 17.26 35 24 1720 36 20 17.40 
28.56 30 01 12.77 29.39 20.01 30.20 i8.83 
21.42 24.80 27 87 23.77 2271 24.26 20.19 
14.28 20.31 32 64 18.84 25.17 19.01 21.51 
7.14 17.03 35.74 14.93 27 I4 14.63 22.57 
0.00 IS.52 37.20 13.16 27.99 11.99 23.25 

14.21 II 48 961 
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TABLE 5 

Average shop waiting ttmes for dtfferent norm waiting times and d~fferent ratios AJA2, Lt =2×L2,  utthzatton rate 90%; 
priofabsolute prtority waiting rime for category I 

Wi Norm AI--A2 A i= {Az At= ~A2 
wa~ting 
ume, Category Category Category Category Category Category 
category I 1 2 1 2 i 2 

! 0 W 5521 55 50 2702 55 12 2690 56 59 2709 
0 8 W 44 17 46 14 36 26 45 63 3i 58 46 76 29 45 
0 6 W 33 13 37 35 45 03 36 50 36 21 37 12 31 78 
0 4 W 22.08 29 04 52 86 27 72 40 42 27.76 33.90 
0.2 W 11.04 22.47 59.46 20 23 44 16 19 66 35.83 
0.0 W 0.00 19.00 62.93 16 10 46 10 14 91 37.03 

Prio 16 85 12 81 10 53 

TABLE 6 

Average shop wamng Umes for d~fferent norm wamng nines and d~fferent ratms A~/A2, L~---2×L2; uUhzatmn rate 95%, 
prm=absolute priority wmtmg Ume for category 1 

Wi Norm At =A2 AI -'-- ~Aa AI = ~A2 
waiting 
t~me, Category Category Category Category Category Category 
category I 1 2 1 2 1 2 

1 0 W 122 13 121 63 59 95 124 I0 61.04 123.87 60.17 
0 8 W 97 70 99 77 82 06 102.38 71 82 101 40 65.61 
06  W 7328 77.92 ~O~l 12 8091 8248 7945 71 22 
0 4 IV 48 85 57 46 124 87 60.11 92 85 57 27 76 44 
0 2 IV 24 43 38 54 144.12 41 24 102.10 37.14 81.65 
0 0 IV 0 00 25 93 156.73 27 51 109.13 22.24 85.19 

Pno 19 89 13 76 11 32 

where 
W~ = actual waiting time, 
Wr~f~ =overall FCFS waiting time, 
Wm.~ =the minimum waiting time that can be 

achieved. 
These normahzed waiting times were calcu- 

lated using Tables 1-6 (see Appendix) and are 
graphically shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 for the first 
set of experiments and in Figs. 4, 5 and 6 for the 
second set of experiments. 

Although the results differ from what we ex- 
pected, these differences are rather small. For 
practical pt~rposes we therefore can conclude that 
up ~it~ a certain vak,e for the norm waiting time 
reduction (about 60%) there is approximately a 
one-to-one relation between the norm waiting 

time reduction and tile normalized actual wait- 
ing time reduction. We did not use ANOVA yet 
so we can not state this as a general conclusion. 
However, because we are only interested in rela- 
tive 0;.fferences (percentages) and we used com- 
mon random numbers, we think that our eonclu- 
stun may be generalized. So for practical purposes 
we state that to attain a reduction of the normal- 
ized waiting time of x% ( 0 ~ x ~  60) we must de- 
crease the norm waiting time of the fast category 
by x% and increase the norm waiting time for the 
slow category such that equation ( 1 ) holds. Us- 
ing the operation due date rule vh,vn guarantees 
that the reduction of x% will be obtained in a 
controlled way (small variance in waiting time) 
at the order level. A second conclusion, which is 
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actual waiting time red.(%) 
100 . . . . . . .  [ ]  

/ /  

/ 

8o 

6O 

4O 

20 

0 20 40 60 80 1,30 12,3 14,3 
norm wattmg t~me red (%) 

160 180 200 

~ 1 . 1  -+ -1 .1 /2  ~ - 1 ' 1 / 4  - ~  45 degr 

Fig. 1. Actual waiting time reducuon as a function of norm wamng time reduction, Lt =L2, utdlzatlon rate 84%; (11) At =A2; 
(+)A,=½A=; (*)At=~A2. 

actual wattmg time red (%) 
100 

80 ~ y  

/ 

60 ~ / /  
r 

40 /~ 

J 
j 4 ~  

0 ~ I k 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 !40 160 

norm waiting t,me red (%) 

I 
I 
J 
J 

I 

i 

. . . . .  J 

180 200 

11 ~ 1112 --~-- 11/4 - ~ -  45 degr 

F~g 2 Actual wa~tmg t~me reducuon as a function of norm wa~tmg time reductton, L~ =L2, utlhzatmn rate 89% ( l )  A, =A2, 
( + )  AI=½A:, (*)  A,=IA2. 

implicit included in the previous statement, is 
that utilization rate and ratio of relative arrival 
rates hardly have any influence. The very small 
influence of the utilization rate which may be 
present is important for real life situations: the 

higher the utilization rate the "stronger" the one- 
to.one relahon is. 

From the results ot the second set of experi- 
ments we also can conclude that there is a more 
or less one-to-one relationship between the 
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actual waiting time red (%) 
100 L~ 

8O 

~0 

, f 
40 / ~  

20 I / 

0 . . . . . . . .  l . . . . . .  J 

0 20 40 

z 

60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
norm waiting ttme red (%) 

200 

11 --~-- 11/2 ~ 11/4 ~ 45 degr 

Fig 3 Actual walling t~me reducllon as a functton of norm wa~tlng time reduct]on, L I = L 2 ,  Utdlzatlon rate 95% ( I )  A~ =A2, 
( + ) AI=~A2, ( * ) A,=I4A2 

actual watt tame red (%) 
100 o / 

80 / /~ 
/ .  / 

60 //~ 

4(~ / ~ / "  
I 

20 

0 20 40 50 80 100 120 
norm watt t~me red (%; 

I i I 

1~0 160 180 200 

11 -+-  1112 --+-- 1114 ~ 45 dogr 

Fig 4 Actual wmtmg t~me reduction as a funcUon of norm waiting Ume reduction; L t = 2 X L2; utdizatton rate 85%. ( I )  A ~ =d2, 
(+)A,=~A2, (*)dt=tA2 

scheduled waiting time re(luction and the aor- 
malized actual reduction. Thts relationship is the 
strongest in case we have a utilization rate of 95%. 
For lower utilization rates we get more reduction 
of the waiting time as scheduled. Besides that the 

relationship seems somewhat dependent on the 
ratio of the relative arrival rates. Compared with 
the first set of experiments, we only changed the 
mean routing length, which in this ease is influ- 
enced by the ratio of the relative arrival rates. 
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actual wait.time red.(%) 

100 1 

8o I 

60 

40 

20 ,~' 

/ 
0 2O 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 

Porto walt t,me red (%) 

-~- 11 -~ - 1:112 -+~- 1114 ~ 45 degr 

Fig 5. Actual wait ing t ime reduction as a function of norm waiting t ime reduction, L~ = 2 × L2, utdlzatmn rate 90%. ( [ ] )  .~: --- A.~; 

(+),4~=½A2, (*)AI=~A2 

actual walt *line red (%) 
100 - -  

80 

60 

40 

20 

0 [ / /  
o 

J 

.~ '  

, /  
/ 

/ 

20 40 60 80 100 120 
norm wa,~ time red (%) 

140 160 180 200 

4 - -  11 -~- , , / 2  -+~11/4 - ~  45 degr 

Fig 6 Actual waning t ime reduction as a function of norm waiting t ime reduction, L~ = 2  × L2, utihzatlon rate 95% ( I )  Aj =A~, 
(+)AI=~A2, (*)AI=~Az 

Therefore we did some experiments with differ- 
ent mean routing lengths, which holds for both 
product categories (as in the first set of experi- 
ments). The outcome of these experiments con- 
firmed our observations from Table A2: the 

longer the mean routing length, the more ("nor- 
malized") reduction than has been scheduled 
(via the norm waiting times) we get. Further re- 
search is needed to explain and to "control" this 
phenomenon. 
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5. Conclusions 

The results from the simulation study de- 
scribed in this paper show that it is possibl~ to 
create in a simple way different predictable flow 
rates for different categories of work orders in 
production depa~ments. The method requires 
)hat the average work order flow rate is under 
control, wh)ch has been aclueved via Input/Out- 
put planning. 

We have shown that the system can be "forced" 
to reahze these flow rates, and therefore different 
throughput times, by using operation due date 
sequencin~ as a priority n)l~ lmpor(apt for ap- 
phcatton in practice is the observa~it~a that the 
vahdlty of the balance equatioii ( 1 ) is especially 
strong for high utilization rates. 

Further we observed in our experiments that, 
when using different flow rates, there always Is a 
difference between the normative flow rates and 
the actual flow rates (due to the minimum wait- 
tag time which can be achieved). The general ob- 
servatmn is that the fast category always lags be- 
hind schedule and the slow category will always 
be ahead of schedule. This is important for 
scheduling in practice: when scheduled flow times 
of tl~e orders differ from the average flow times 
in the system, there always will be a ~'ystemattc 
difference oetween scheduled due date and ac- 
tual due date. Th~s difference however can be 
calculated and therefore can be accounted for 
when predicting external due dates. Further re- 
search ts needed to explain and control the ear- 
her memioneu ",,,~,~ting length" effect and to test 
the implementatio a of the prmciples outlined in 
this paper in practice. 

Appendix 

We give an example of the calculations used to 
derive the values hsted in Tables AI and A2. For 
a shop utilization rate of 84% and A~ =A2, the to- 
tal (shop) wattmg time if all orders have the same 
norm waiting time is 17.75 (see Table 1). The 
total waitmg time tf all orders of product cate  
gory 1 always have priority over orders of prod- 
uct category 2 ~s 5.48. Therefore, the greatest 
possible reduction in waiting time that can be 
obtained is 

1 ABLE A I 

R~duchon m walling time as a percentage of the greatest pos- 
sible reductmn, for all s~mulated s~tuattons m case L~ =L2, 
IA) Ai--A2, (B) AI = ~A,, (C) Ai = 4/Az 

l-~eductmn Utlhzatmn rate (%) 
m norm 
wamng 84% 89% 95% 
time (%) 

A B C A B C A B C 

0% 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 
200/0 24 21 20 22 20 18 20 20 20 
40% 43 42 39 43 39 38 40 39 38 
60% 65 59 58 62 58 56 59 58 56 
~0% 79 74 73 78 74 72 76 75 72 

100% 88 85 84 89 86 84 88 87 85 

TABLE A2 

Reduction m wamng time as a percentage of the greatest pos- 
sible reducUon, for all s~rnulated smlatlons m case L~ =2XLT, 
(a) AI=A2, (B)AI=½A2, (C) AI=~A2 

Reductmn Uhhzatlon rate (%x 
I n  n o r m  

waz),_ng 85% 90% 95% 
time (%) 

A B C A B C A B C 

0% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20% 26 25 23 2a 22 21 21 20 20 
40% 51 48 45 47 44 42 43 39 39 
60% 72 69 65 68 65 63 63 58 59 
80% 87 85 81 85 82 80 82 75 77 

100% 94 93 91 94 92 90 94 88 90 

17.75- 5.48= 12.27 

Using a norm waiting time for product category 
l orders of 60% of the average waiting time, the 
total actual waiting time for product category l 
orders is 12.25 time units (see Table 1 ). ",['he ac- 
tual reduction in total waiting time expressed as 
a fraction of the greatest possible reduction is thus 

( 17.75-12.25) =0.448= ~0.45 
( 17.75- 5.48) 
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